
                       
 
 

 
 
HOW TO GET TO…. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
    
    

… FROM THE AIRPORT 

TAXI 

You will find a taxi rank outside any of the main terminal exits Terminal 1 (T1)  or Terminal 2 
(and of the 3 buildings of Terminal 2 - T2A, T2B or T2C). Look for the sign pointing to the 
nearest taxi rank. The taxis operate all night and there are several hundred of them so you don't 
have to worry about not being able to catch a cab.  

The journey to the University will take you between 15 to 25 mins depending on road 
conditions. If you are travelling from Terminal 1 rather than Terminal 2, this will add an extra 4 
kms to your journey and take approximately 5 minutes more. 

Taxi Fare  
Expect to pay around 20 Euros for the journey into the University from T2 and 25 euros for 
your journey from T1. There will also be an additional surcharge charge for each bag you're 
carrying. You'll find the rates displayed inside the cab.  

TRAIN 
 
The RENFE train service runs approximately every 30 mins to and from Barcelona airport to 
the city centre. Travel time approximately 20 minutes. You have to get off at Barcelona Sants 
(otherwise known as Sants Estacio) and then, take the metro  green line (L3) to Palau 
Reial Stop. 
 
Train Fare 
3€ One Way 
 
AEROBUS 

The Aerobus service is an express bus service that links Barcelona airport to the city centre. 
This service normally runs every 15 mins within its fixed hours of operation 

You can catch the Aerobus from outside both Terminal 1 and Terminal 2. The Aerobus will 
then take you to the city center, but to go to the University, you have to stop at Barcelona 

Address: University of 
Barcelona, 
Faculty of 
Economics 

Avinguda Diagonal, 690 
08034 Barcelona 



                       
 
 
Sants (otherwise known as Sants Estacio) and then, take the metro  green line (L3) to 
Palau Reial Stop 

AeroBus Fare 
Ticket Price to T2 is 4.25 euros for a single and 7.30 Euros for a round trip from T2. Tickets 
can be purchased on the bus or at machines outside T2. 
 Ticket Price to T1: For an Aerobus ticket from T1 a single ticket costs 5 euros. Return tickets 
are not currently available for the T1 aeroubus. Tickets for Aerobus T1 can only be purchased 
on the bus. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                       
 
 

 


